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Making scores meaningful: Evaluation and maintenance of scoring validity in BMAT

Mark Elliott
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Tom Gallacher
Research and Thought Leadership Group, Cambridge Assessment Admissions Testing

5.1 Introduction

Previous chapters have considered test taker characteristics, cognitive validity and context validity in relation to BMAT. This chapter concentrates on how aspects of scoring a candidate’s responses to BMAT contribute to the test’s validity, for both the multiple-choice Sections 1 and 2, and the constructed response marked for Section 3. We outline how ‘reliability’ is reconceptualised in Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive framework into scoring validity and applied to BMAT. Scoring validity is a wider evaluation of scoring issues than traditional approaches, which separate reliability from validity.

Careful examination of scoring validity sheds light on the operational analyses that are used to monitor BMAT sessions and the steps taken to ensure the integrity of results that are released to universities. Statistical methods are used in the monitoring of BMAT scores, which rely on psychometric models and established forms of evaluation. In particular, data from the sections containing multiple-choice questions (MCQs) is used to calculate statistics that inform test development and evaluation. As psychometric theories underlie the statistics presented and the scoring of MCQ items in BMAT, overviews of Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Rasch analysis are presented to contextualise the discussion of scoring validity in BMAT Sections 1 and 2. Although the issues discussed throughout this chapter necessitate use of statistical terminology, we have kept this to a minimum by describing theories conceptually rather than in technical detail. A more critical examination of these concepts is beyond the scope of this volume and there are many seminal texts that include more nuanced evaluations of these theories (e.g. Andrich 2004, DeVellis 2012, Lord and Novick 1968, Mellenbergh 2011, Rasch 1960/1980).
Instead, the focus of this chapter is on answering questions posed by scoring validity. BMAT’s MCQ sections and scoring of BMAT Section 3 are addressed separately, as many of the questions are specific to the scoring of responses in each format. First, we will outline scoring validity as conceptualised by Weir (2005) and further developed by others in language testing (e.g. Geranpayeh 2013, O’Sullivan and Weir 2011), before applying this concept to BMAT.

5.2 Scoring validity and its importance in assessment

Scoring validity ‘concerns the extent to which test results are stable over time, consistent in terms of the content sampling, and free from bias’ (Weir 2005:23, emphasis in original) – in other words, do the measurement properties and scoring make the candidate’s results useful in decision making? Some of these aspects are traditionally (e.g. Lado 1961:31) referred to as ‘reliability’, and are often discussed alongside a narrow conceptualisation of validity that deals with the aspects covered in other chapters of this volume. Departing from this traditional model, the socio-cognitive framework follows the arguments made by Messick (1989), and conceptualises reliability as part of scoring validity, which is a facet of overall validity. Validity is a property of the inferences drawn from test scores, not a property of the testing instrument in isolation. Therefore, anything that impacts upon the inferences that can be made with a test affects its validity. Scores have limited use when a test is not reliable, while it is equally difficult to draw meaningful inferences from a test that is reliable but does not sample the theorised construct adequately. Within this modern paradigm of validity, a test must demonstrate acceptable levels of ‘reliability’ as a component of its validity argument. By conceptualising reliability as part of validity rather than a separate characteristic of the assessment, it is not acceptable to argue that a test’s shortcomings in either validity or reliability are a consequence of a focus on the other aspect.

Weir’s (2005) original conceptualisation of the socio-cognitive framework presented scoring validity as an alternative term for reliability, by extending the traditional approach focused on internal consistency and statistical coefficients, to include marker reliability. Weir included aspects such as rater selection, rater characteristics, the development of criteria/rating scales, the rating process, rating conditions, rater training, rater standardisation and moderation, grading and awarding in the scoring part of his validity framework (see also Shaw and Weir (2007), which presents a fuller treatment of these). In addition to the reliability of the test, scoring validity has thus been expanded to cover other scoring-related test aspects which affect the usefulness of inferences drawn from test scores. For example, Geranpayeh (2013) includes the topics of test difficulty, item discrimination and item bias in discussion of scoring validity in Cambridge English Listening exams. These are
key issues to consider when evaluating how MCQs, such as those in BMAT Sections 1 and 2, are scored. The scoring validity component within the socio-cognitive validation framework can be used to pose specific questions for Sections 1 and 2 of BMAT, as follows:

- Are items of appropriate difficulty and do they discriminate between candidates?
- Is there a sufficient level of test reliability?
- Is there any evidence of item bias?
- Do the responses being scored come from the candidate?

For the scoring of written tasks, such as those in BMAT Section 3, a range of other issues must be considered as part of scoring validity, to ensure that examiner marking is free from error (Shaw and Weir 2007):

- Are there clearly defined marking criteria that cover the construct?
- Are markers trained, standardised, checked and moderated?
- Is marking reliable and consistent?

We will now consider each of these questions in turn, in terms of why the question is important for test validity arguments, how they can be answered, and the degree to which BMAT answers that question, before summarising the key issues and concerns. In the following discussion, we consider the scoring validity issues relevant to MCQ sections of BMAT.

### 5.3 Scoring validity in MCQ sections of BMAT

Psychometric theories such as Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Rasch modelling are commonly used for scoring tests with MCQ items. These theories also provide the basis for statistics that are used to evaluate the performance of tests and items. An outline of these theories is presented in the next two sections to contextualise the statistical coefficients presented later in the chapter, and to provide a summary of how Sections 1 and 2 are scored.

#### Classical Test Theory

CTT is a psychometric theory widely used across most, if not all, areas of applied scale development, evaluation and assessment research (Devellis 2012). While the technical details of CTT will be familiar to many working in test development and validation, a conceptual summary is useful for those less familiar with the theory. The following overview of CTT is adapted from an unpublished doctoral thesis (Cheung 2014); therefore, portions are similar to the conceptual descriptions provided in that text.

CTT conceptually defines the way that a test response for any item or set of items should be interpreted; this response is known as an observed score,
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which can be the score for a single item, combined items, or an entire test. Novick (1966:1) specifies CTT as the theory that ‘postulates the existence of a true score, that error scores are uncorrelated with each other and with true scores and that observed, true and error scores are linearly related’. This definition specifies that any observed item score is composed of the true score, which represents their ability in the trait being tested, and measurement error, which represents the combination of all non-trait related elements which can affect a candidate’s test score (for example fatigue, carelessness and lucky guesses). Mathematically presented this refers to the premise that for each item:

\[ X = T + \varepsilon \]

(Where \( X \) = the candidate’s observed score, \( T \) = the candidate’s true score and \( \varepsilon \) = error.)

In its strictest form, CTT assumes that error scores are random across items and not correlated with each other, so the error associated with each individual item has a mean of zero across a large sample of responses (DeVellis 2012). In addition, the errors are not correlated with the observed score or the latent true score. By definition, this latent score is unobservable; therefore, the degree of error associated with item responses is estimated using the concept of parallel tests, by treating each item, or set of items, as a mathematically equivalent measure of the same trait. These concepts are particularly important for calculating estimates of reliability, and they also underpin indicators of difficulty and discrimination (how well the item differentiates between test takers of low and high ability). CTT analysis is conducted immediately after a BMAT session; often on a number of occasions as increasing volumes of test data become available.

However, CTT has some limitations when applied to test data. One issue arises from the assumption of equal errors across items and respondents. This is unlikely for any test or given testing situation, because the error associated with each item will be different for each respondent (Hambleton, Swaminathan and Rogers 1991). For example, a test administered to a specified sample would include multiple items that vary in difficulty. Taking two items from a test, we could describe one of them as easy to answer correctly and the other one comparatively difficult. Each of these items has associated error that is not fixed across all of the test takers, because the degree of error varies dependent on the ability of the respondent. The easier question will be more useful for discriminating between those of low and mid ability, whereas the more difficult question would more accurately discriminate between those of mid and high ability. Therefore, the amount of error due to guessing is not randomly distributed. Many CTT-based coefficients do not account for these differences and conceptualise error using assumptions that are unlikely to be met precisely in applied testing situations.
Another shortcoming of CTT analyses is that statistics from this framework are descriptive and sample dependent. Therefore they only provide information on how a particular cohort of candidates performed on a particular occasion. The theoretical and practical limitations of CTT have been overcome by complementing CTT analysis with statistics based on a different test theory, known as Item Response Theory (IRT). Cambridge Assessment Admissions Testing uses a specific version of IRT known as Rasch modelling (Rasch, 1960/1980) to score BMAT Sections 1 and 2.

**Rasch analysis**

The Rasch model (Rasch 1960/1980) is a probabilistic model in which the likelihood of a candidate responding correctly to an item is a function of the difference between the candidate’s ability and the *item difficulty*; ability and difficulty are placed on the same scale in units called *logits*. The relationship between ability and the probability of a correct response to a dichotomous item is shown in Figure 5.1, which depicts an *item characteristic curve* (ICC). All Rasch ICCs are parallel, with ICCs for more difficult items located higher (i.e. to the right) along the x axis.

**Figure 5.1 Rasch item characteristic curve (ICC)**

The Rasch model represents an idealised measurement model which carries the properties of fundamental measurement in the physical sciences, in particular that ‘a comparison between two individuals should be independent of which particular stimuli within the class considered were instrumental for the comparison; and it should also be independent of which other individuals were also compared, on the same or some other occasion’ (Rasch 1961:332); in other words, unlike CTT, the Rasch model is sample independent within
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the parameters of a specified class of items and a specified population – a property known as specific invariance. A mathematical feature of the model is that it is possible to condition out person abilities when calculating item difficulty estimates, and vice versa – there is separation of persons and items.

Whereas CTT operates at test level, Rasch analysis focuses at item level, and generates a linear measurement scale. Rasch has advantages over CTT because its results are generalisable beyond the specific test administration, due to the separation of persons and items within the model. Therefore, Rasch-based indicators of item performance, unlike CTT statistics, are not tied to the specific administration of the test from which they were calculated. However, Rasch-based statistics do not supersede CTT ones in operational analysis of BMAT; instead, Rasch- and CTT-based figures are evaluated by data analysts and validation managers as providing complementary information on test performance.

Scoring BMAT MCQ sections

Scores for BMAT Sections 1 and 2 are calculated using the Rasch model. The reported scores are Rasch candidate ability estimates scaled via a linear transformation and reported to one decimal place on a scale that goes from 1.0 to 9.0.

When reporting scores, test providers are concerned with maintaining standards across different versions of the test. For high-stakes testing, using the same test repeatedly is not an option and the test provider must create different forms of the test that are as similar to each other as possible. In language testing, assessments are often benchmarked against external descriptors of language proficiency, such as the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR, Council of Europe 2001). In contrast, admissions tests are primarily used to make comparisons within a single cohort of test takers, so the equivalence of BMAT scores between different test years is not a primary concern for selecting institutions. However, it is still necessary to maintain a relatively stable standard from one year to the next for an admissions test. Also, successful applicants may defer their university place for a year and so candidates from two consecutive BMAT test cohorts could be found in a particular entry cohort.

Comparability of BMAT scores from consecutive test years is therefore necessary for carrying out predictive validity work within a particular entrant cohort. This comparability is achieved by calibrating scores on the live test cohort using Rasch analysis and then benchmarking them to a subset of the cohort that is regarded as stable in ability. The scaling sets an approximate mean of 5.0 for the subset; scores are capped upwards at 9 and downwards at 1. The scaling ensures that reported test results are comparable within a cohort, with equal intervals in BMAT scale scores representing equal differences in candidate ability. Benchmarking against a stable applicant group
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allows scores from different sessions to be treated as approximately comparable. However, more precise comparability of test scores is desirable to allow BMAT scores to be used across different test sessions; therefore, Cambridge Assessment Admissions Testing researchers are actively investigating methods of test equating suitable for a high-stakes medical admissions test such as BMAT. This work draws on Cambridge English Language Assessment’s expertise in item banking and applying Rasch analysis for test-equating procedures. In addition, relevant experts across Cambridge Assessment’s group of exam boards have advised on developments related to scoring; some of the investigations are discussed in the next part.

Developments in scoring BMAT Sections 1 and 2

Recent trials conducted by Cambridge Assessment researchers have explored methods of statistical equating and methods that use expert judgement (e.g. Bramley and Oates 2011) for MCQ sections of BMAT. Rigorous equating methods that allow precise comparability, such as those used with Cambridge English exams, can be achieved by including pretested items when constructing live papers, or by sharing items across sessions. The Cambridge Assessment approach to English language item banking includes anchored pretesting of items, which harnesses the properties of the Rasch model to equate items. Pretesting is a step where candidates that represent the live cohort complete items of known difficulty, referred to as anchor items, along with items whose difficulty is not known; the new items are calibrated through Rasch analysis, using the anchor items to place them on a standardised scale. This produces a bank of pretested items that are available for test construction.

Cambridge English’s pretesting model relies on administering items to appropriate cohorts outside of live testing situations. This model has not been applied to BMAT, and while it would provide benefits to test equating across live administrations (contributing to ‘parallel forms reliability’), these methods have associated logistical challenges and security issues that need careful consideration before operational deployment. There are some differences between the language testing and admissions testing contexts that influence the viability of pretesting, particularly for a narrowly defined group, such as applicants to study medicine and dentistry. Given these considerations, a range of approaches have been trialled and a number of robust options have been identified. Initially, more than one method will be introduced so that they can be evaluated in parallel. Although this may not be sustainable in the long term, it will provide an evidence base that will allow reliance on a single method of calibrating BMAT scores in the future.

In addition to equating tests and producing scores, psychometric principles are used to analyse test sections that include MCQs. These analyses are employed to evaluate scoring validity of BMAT as part of operational processes, and are outlined throughout the rest of the chapter.
Are items of appropriate difficulty and do they discriminate between candidates?

A test comprised of items which are too difficult or too easy for a candidature will not function well in differentiating between candidates since the scores will be too similar – nearly all correct for an easy test and nearly all incorrect for a hard test. Items need to be of an appropriate difficulty to give a range of scores that reflect the range of abilities within a candidature. If BMAT gave a pass/fail criterion mark based on demonstrating or not demonstrating a fixed level of ability, the most appropriate range of difficulties would be narrowly centred around this level of ability. But since BMAT scores are used by multiple institutions with interests in a range of ability estimates, BMAT questions need to reflect a range of difficulties.

BMAT item writers consider the intended level of test taker abilities when they author items but can naturally never be certain of how difficult their items are until they are taken by real candidates. Basic summary statistics that describe the distribution of scores – the mean and standard deviation – can show whether the overall difficulty of the test was appropriate. If the mean number of items correct is low, it indicates a paper that is too difficult for the candidature and vice versa if the mean is too high. If the standard deviation of scores is too small, then a suitable range of abilities has not been captured.

From a CTT perspective, item facility is a statistic that reflects simply the proportion of a candidature that gets an item correct; the higher this value, the easier the item.

\[
\text{Item facility} = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{total}}}
\]

(Where \(N_{\text{correct}}\) is the number of candidates getting the item correct, and \(N_{\text{total}}\) is the total number of candidates attempting the item.)

Item writers generally intend that 50–60% of their target candidates will get each item correct. As a general rule, items with facility values below 0.1 and above 0.9 are deemed too difficult and too easy respectively to add scoring validity to a test. That is, items cannot discriminate well among candidates if either a very low or very high proportion of candidates get that item correct.

Two items or fewer out of the 62 used in BMAT November 2016, 2015 and 2014 live administrations were outside of the ranges of 0.1 to 0.9, with mean item facilities of 0.47, 0.48 and 0.52 respectively. This indicates how BMAT items are consistently set at appropriate difficulty levels for the cohorts.

From a Rasch perspective, item difficulties need to map reasonably closely to candidate abilities in order to maximise precision of the test for the candidature. By plotting histograms of the distributions of candidate ability
estimates and contrasting these with histograms of the distributions of item difficulty estimates, one can visually inspect the appropriateness of a set of items for a set of candidate abilities. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 illustrate the spread of abilities of candidates (‘PERSONS’: above the line), and the difficulties of the items (‘ITEMS’: below the line) drawn from a Rasch analysis of BMAT Sections 1 and 2 from November 2016. These confirm that the items were set at appropriate difficulty levels for the cohort. CTT and Rasch analyses of difficulty are routinely used to train item writers in estimating the difficulty of newly authored items.

Figure 5.2  Item difficulty and person ability estimates from BMAT Section 1, November 2016

Figure 5.3  Item difficulty and person ability estimates from BMAT Section 2, November 2016
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Having covered difficulty, we now turn to **discrimination** of the test items, which refers to how well the items differentiate between test takers with high ability and those with low ability. One simple CTT measure, the **discrimination index**, involves dividing the cohort into three groups (high performers, medium performers and low performers) based on their total score on that paper, then calculating the difference between the facility of each item for the high-scoring group and the low-scoring group. Discrimination index values range from 1 (perfect discrimination) to -1 (perfect negative discrimination). If the discrimination index is too low, it indicates that the item does not discriminate well between candidates among the cohort. Typically, discrimination index values should be 0.3 or higher.

A more sophisticated CTT index, the **point-biserial correlation**, represents the correlation between a candidate’s overall test score, and the likelihood of choosing one of the responses. This approach conceptualises the overall test score as an indicator of the candidate’s ability. Candidates with higher overall scores will be expected to choose the correct response more often and the incorrect distractor responses less often, compared with those test takers who have lower abilities. The most important point-biserial correlation is therefore the correct response, for which point-biserial values less than 0.25 generally indicate poorly discriminating items. Poor discrimination can be a result of extreme facility values – items which are answered correctly or incorrectly by nearly all candidates naturally cannot discriminate effectively – but can also occur if an item does not assess the same ability as the other items in the set.

As well as a test of the quality of the items in a test, the point-biserial index also forms a key part of the quality assurance process during BMAT marking as a means of checking the correctness of the answer key. All items in BMAT Sections 1 and 2 are multiple-choice format, and any distractor options that have a higher point-biserial correlation than the correct option are flagged for scrutiny, since this may indicate that the given key is incorrect (the flagged option is chosen more often as ability increases, and more so than the given key).

Discrimination is treated somewhat differently in a Rasch analysis; one starts with the premise that all items discriminate, and tests this assumption against the data. Therefore, discrimination is conceptualised as an issue of how well the observed data fits the Rasch model. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the principles of an item where the Rasch model fits the data well. Along the x axis is the ‘person’ ability estimate in logits, and along the y axis is the expected probability that a candidate will get an item correct. As the ability estimate increases (to the right), the likelihood of that candidate answering the item correctly increases (up). The line represents the theoretical ICC and each black dot represents a group of candidates with similar abilities. For an item for which the Rasch curve is found to fit, the dots for each group should be on or close to the line of the theoretical curve.
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For a BMAT session, ICCs are plotted for a visual inspection of each item’s fit. Easier items will have lower difficulty estimates, and the ICC will appear to the left, to indicate that groups of candidates with lower abilities are expected to achieve the correct response. Harder items will have higher difficulty estimates, shifting the curve to the right, indicating that only the higher ability candidates are expected to get the item correct.

The degree of divergence between the dots and the line is reported as a mean square statistic for each item, which has a corresponding chi-square and probability value indicating whether the divergence is significantly different from zero. These form the basis for model fit statistics that are also used to establish each item’s degree of misfit, and the nature of any issues that are detected. Different types of misfit can provide diagnostic information for BMAT assessment managers and item writers to review as part of question paper production procedures.

Is there a sufficient level of test reliability?
The concept of reliability in a test relates to the stability of test scores. Theoretically, a test with perfect reliability would result in a candidate achieving an identical score every time they took the test, because the score would represent the true ability of the candidate, free from any sources of error. Of course, this hypothetical ideal is not achievable in practice, rendering the premise untestable because this conceptualisation relies on the candidates’ abilities remaining precisely stable across administrations of the test. Therefore, reliability of a test is estimated from the consistency of scores for the same candidate, either between different
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administrations of a test (test–retest reliability) or within a test (internal consistency).

**Test–retest reliability**
Test–retest reliability involves the administration of the same form of a test to a sample of candidates on two separate occasions and correlating the scores obtained from the two administrations. This method of estimating reliability has several drawbacks (Ebel and Frisbie 1991:81–82), in particular, the restriction to one form does not reflect variation in items across different forms of the test, and candidates are seeing the same items for a second time, so the responses during the second administration will inevitably be influenced by the first due to memory, meaning that the two administrations are not independent. If the time interval between the two administrations is too great, a process of additional learning or attrition is likely to change the candidates’ ability, reducing the validity of the comparison. To date, no test–retest reliability studies have been carried out on BMAT.

**Parallel form/equivalent form reliability**
Parallel form reliability involves administering two different forms of a test in immediate succession to a sample of candidates and correlating the scores. In order to be considered *parallel forms*, not only must the tests be constructed to the same specifications but the scores on the two tests must have the same mean and standard deviation; otherwise, the two forms are referred to as *equivalent forms*.

To date, no studies on parallel forms or equivalent forms have been carried out on BMAT; this is a possible area for future research, although it can be considered to overlap to a large extent with *internal consistency*, as described in the next section. Data does exist, however, on candidates who have taken BMAT in successive years, which can be considered an example of equivalent form reliability. The usefulness of this data, however, is limited under the administration of BMAT, since candidates only have one opportunity per year to achieve scores. Over the course of a year a number of things might change for each candidate to affect their ability, such as the candidate’s level of knowledge or motivation being different across application cycles. As a result, we would not expect a candidate’s performance to be the same a year later – the candidate should not be expected to have the same level of ability, meaning that few, if any, meaningful inferences can be drawn from the data.

**Internal consistency**
The internal consistency of a single administration of a fixed-format multi-item test is usually measured by *Cronbach’s alpha* (Cronbach 1951), which focuses on the homogeneity of the responses to items within a test administration. Conceptually, it is the mean of all possible split-half correlations,
which are the correlations of candidate scores on two halves of the items in a test – this can be viewed as a version of equivalent form reliability where the two equivalent forms are constructed from the two halves of a single test. Mathematically, Cronbach’s alpha represents a conceptualisation of reliability as the proportion of variance in observed scores which is accounted for by variance in true scores, with the remaining variance accounted for by error:

\[ \rho_{XX} = \frac{\sigma_T^2}{\sigma_X^2} \]

(Where \( \rho_{XX} \) = reliability, \( \sigma_T^2 \) = variance of true scores, \( \sigma_X^2 \) = variance of observed scores.)

This figure cannot be calculated directly in practice, however, since true scores cannot be known. As an estimate, the proportion of variance of the total scores comprised of the covariance of items, corrected for bias in the estimator for variance (Bol’shev 2001), is used; the standard formula for calculating Cronbach’s alpha is:

\[ \alpha = \frac{N}{N - 1} \left( 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sigma_i^2}{\sigma_X^2} \right) \]

(Where \( N \) = number of items in the test, \( \sigma_i^2 \) = variance of scores on item \( i \) (for dichotomous items, this is simply \( p(1-p) \), where \( p \) = item facility), \( \sigma_X^2 \) = variance of scores on the whole test.)

Cronbach’s alpha statistics tell us about the scores on an administration of a test, but they are sample dependent; in particular, they are affected by the spread of abilities in the candidature, as well as the number of items, and are sensitive to violations of unidimensionality (Andrich 2009b:3). Assuming that the amount of error in the test remains constant, an increase in the range of ability of the candidature will result in an increase in the variance of the observed scores and a higher alpha. As a result, a higher or lower Cronbach’s alpha may be a function of the candidature rather than the items in the test, meaning that there are limits on the interpretation of alpha. Nonetheless, it remains a useful measure to compare two administrations of a test with a stable candidature across time. A related CTT statistic which has less sample dependence than Cronbach’s alpha is the Standard Error of Measurement (SEM), which represents a standard deviation of the error present in the test. As such, the SEM can be used to construct confidence intervals around test scores. The SEM of a set of items can be calculated by the following formula:

\[ SEM = \sigma \sqrt{1 - r} \]

(Where \( \sigma \) = standard deviation of raw scores, \( r \) = Cronbach’s alpha.)
Table 5.1 shows the Cronbach’s alpha and SEM figures for BMAT for the period 2012–16, based on analyses of the cohort applying to the University of Cambridge, which represents a consistent, relatively stable cohort and thus renders year-on-year comparisons more valid.

### Table 5.1 Cronbach’s alphas and SEMs for BMAT 2012–16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td>Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 5.1, the majority of internal consistency estimates have been above 0.70 for BMAT Sections 1 and 2, particularly in recent years. This is in the lower range of coefficients considered acceptable; however, the use of internal consistency estimates as evidence of test quality is problematic because a number of factors impact on these values. In fact, Cronbach himself expressed dissatisfaction with over-zealous application of his alpha in scale evaluation (Cronbach and Shavelson 2004). Other researchers have expressed similar concerns that alpha is not always the best indicator of reliability, particularly when multidimensionality is observed in test responses (Sjitsma 2009, Zinbarg, Revelle, Yovel and Li 2005). Given that BMAT Section 1 is designed to assess three specified thinking skills, and Section 2 includes knowledge from four subject disciplines, some degree of multidimensionality in these sections is inevitable. However, the broad domain coverage of these sections is an important feature of the test that contributes to the cognitive validity of BMAT. Although estimates of internal consistency could be improved by making BMAT sections more unidimensional, this would be detrimental to the quality of inferences that could be made based on the test (Zumbo and Rupp 2004).

Another way of improving internal consistency would be to increase the number of responses marked in the test sections by increasing the number of items. This would either increase the testing time, or reduce the time available for each item, which would have knock-on effects for the context validity of BMAT (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of speededness within BMAT), or indeed the practicality of administering BMAT. Due to the limitations of Cronbach’s alpha, SEM values should be inspected when considering internal consistency. Because score standard deviation is included in the calculation of SEMs, they are less susceptible to sample dependence; therefore, SEMs can be regarded as more useful reflections of test reliability (Tighe,
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McManus, Dewhurst, Chis and Mucklow 2010). The SEM values for BMAT are in line with other MCQ tests of similar length, although the Section 1 values suggest there is some room for these to be improved on the basis of 35 items. The Cronbach’s alpha values reported in Table 5.1 dip below 0.60 in two cases and progressively improve for more recent years, whereas the SEM values are relatively consistent throughout, which is encouraging.

One issue to note is that some biomedical schools using BMAT aggregate Section 1 and Section 2 scores to provide a composite score based on all 62 items across these sections. When based on multiple sets of items, rather than a single set, internal consistency can be higher purely as a function of the greater number of items included. For example, composite alphas calculated across all 62 items for the most recent test sessions were 0.83 (2016) and 0.81 (for both 2015 and 2014). This is within the acceptable range for similar tests, indicating that combined aggregates of the sections have good internal consistency. However, the values should be interpreted with caution because Cronbach’s alpha is calculated on the basis that individual items contribute to an overall score equally. This is not the case when Rasch scaled scores for the two sections are aggregated together; therefore, these values are merely a rough indicator of the improved internal consistency when scores are calculated using a larger number of items.

In the language testing context, Cambridge English has historically adopted a construct validity approach to developing examinations, unlike other exam boards more heavily influenced by the US psychometric tradition, such as the Educational Testing Service (ETS). Weir (2005:31) describes the focus on internal consistency forms of reliability as ‘a fetish with internal consistency among the professional testing fraternity’ and points out that very high internal consistency may not be an appropriate aim for tests that seek to evaluate complex and multi-faceted constructs. Over a decade ago, Weir also observed that ETS was acknowledging context validity more readily in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) than they had in the past. Interestingly, a similar change is currently happening in admissions testing contexts, as the SAT has recently been redesigned to have a greater focus on content and learning than has previously been the case (College Board 2015).

Given the narrow ability range of the candidature, the number of test items and, importantly, the broad domain coverage of Sections 1 and 2, the internal consistency of the test sections is acceptable, and respectable when aggregating Sections 1 and 2 together. The reliability of the test sections is routinely monitored in analysis alongside other features, such as item bias, which is evaluated using the procedures described in the following portion of this chapter.

Is there any evidence of item bias?

A test may be considered biased when it produces systematic differential performance among test takers of comparable ability on the construct, but who differ on a non-test-related dimension (e.g. in terms of age, gender, race
and ethnicity, or physical disability). Bias is a clear threat to test score validity because it prevents the conclusion that ability estimates reflect only the relevant and desired constructs. The BMAT test construction process mitigates bias in test items through the avoidance of culturally bound or sensitive topics and words; however, empirical analysis can still flag individual items that have produced inconsistent performance across different subgroups of test takers. Differential Item Functioning (DIF) analyses (Holland and Thayer 1988, Holland and Wainer (Eds) 1993) can be used to monitor evidence of bias by gender and by school type.

DIF analysis formalises the question of bias by asking whether candidates in a ‘focal group’, who are indicated to be different on a non-test-related dimension such as gender or school type, have the same probability of getting an item correct in comparison with candidates in a ‘reference group’ while controlling for ability. The total test score is treated as an indicator of candidate ability for these procedures, which have been employed by Cambridge Assessment researchers with BMAT. An example of this work is presented as a key study below.

Key study – Investigating item bias in BMAT using DIF analysis (Emery and Khalid 2013a)

In the study described here the BMAT performance of different candidate groups (male versus female, independent versus state school) was investigated at the individual item level using the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) procedure (Mantel and Haenszel 1959). The aim was to look for any evidence of DIF in BMAT items by gender and by school sector over multiple years of the test.

Research question
Is there any evidence of DIF by gender or by school sector in BMAT Sections 1 and 2?

Data collection
Candidate-level information (gender and centre number) was matched to BMAT item-level data for test years 2010, 2011 and 2012 (whole cohorts). School type was matched to candidates’ centre number (as outlined in Chapter 2). All UK school types other than ‘independent’ and ‘other’ were classed as belonging to the state sector. The data of candidates from non-UK schools and those from UK school type ‘other’ were omitted from school sector analyses. All candidates were included in the gender analyses (see Table 5.2).

Analysis
DIF analyses were carried out using the MH statistical procedure (Holland and Thayer 1988), which uses ability matching by treating the observed total
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test score as a criterion. In this case, BMAT Section 1 score was used as the criterion for Section 1 items and BMAT Section 2 score was used as the criterion for Section 2 items in each test year. The MH procedure compares the odds of getting the item correct for the reference and focal groups at a given level of ability.

For gender analyses the reference group was defined as male and the focal group as female. For school sector analyses the reference group was defined as independent sector and the focal group as state sector. The following guidelines (Zwick and Ercikan 1989) were used to evaluate the DIF effect size:

- type A items – negligible DIF/functioning properly: items with $|\delta| < 1$
- type B items – moderate DIF: items with $|\delta|$ between 1 and 1.5
- type C items – large DIF: items with $|\delta| > 1.5$.

A negative delta value indicates that the item favours the reference group over the focal group and a positive delta value indicates that the item favours the focal group over the reference group. Delta value thresholds of 1.0 and 1.5 (or -1.0 and -1.5) are equivalent to odds ratios greater than 1.53 (or less than 0.65) and greater than 1.89 (or less than 0.53), respectively. Type A items are considered to function properly but type B and C items require necessary revision and action (Holland and Thayer 1988, Zwick and Ercikan 1989).

**Results and discussion**

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 display example DIF statistics by gender for BMAT Sections 1 and 2 in the 2012 test. The 2012 figures are presented here as these contained the larger delta values found in the study. No delta value in any of these test years was greater than 1 (or less than -1), indicating no instance of DIF by gender. Additionally, there was no gender pattern evident in the delta values by either item position in the paper or item type (e.g. biology, physics). Four items (out of 186) across all three test years had delta values approaching 1 or -1. These were further scrutinised and were found to belong to a mixture of item subtypes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMAT year</th>
<th>Gender analysis (N)</th>
<th>School sector analysis (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6,225</td>
<td>4,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,230</td>
<td>4,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>7,044</td>
<td>4,556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 display DIF statistics by school sector for BMAT Sections 1 and 2 in the 2012 test. As for gender, no DIF was evident by school sector in any of these test years (no delta value was greater than 1 or less than -1). Again, no pattern in delta values was evident by either item position or item type and very few items in the school sector analyses yielded delta values in excess of 0.5. A single item across all three test years had a delta value close to 1. This was a mathematics question in BMAT 2012 (item 24 in Figure 5.8), which trended towards favouring state school candidates.

*Figure 5.5 DIF statistics by gender for BMAT 2012 (Section 1) items*

A positive delta value indicates that the item favours the focal group (females); a negative delta value indicates that the item favours the reference group (males); delta values 1 to 1.5 = moderate DIF; delta values >1.5 = large DIF.

*Figure 5.6 DIF statistics by gender for BMAT 2012 (Section 2) items*

A positive delta value indicates that the item favours the focal group (females); a negative delta value indicates that the item favours the reference group (males); delta values 1 to 1.5 = moderate DIF; delta values >1.5 = large DIF.
In these three years of BMAT data there was no evidence of DIF by gender or by UK school sector using the MH procedure. Emery and Khalid’s (2013a) study informed current Cambridge Assessment practices, which include DIF analyses of BMAT as part of routine operational procedures.
However, the contemporary approach uses more advanced Rasch-based procedures, which are outlined briefly in the next section.

**Current Cambridge Assessment practice: Item bias**

In Rasch terms, DIF analysis tests whether an item has a significantly different difficulty estimate when treated as two separate items, one for each group (Andrich 2009a, Linacre 2016, Thissen, Steinberg and Wainer 1993). That is to say that for any given ability, one group would have a lower proportion of correct responses than the other. This would manifest in ICCs with two separate lines when plotting observed scores for response categories, as illustrated in Figure 5.9. When the ICCs for two groups are plotted parallel to each other side by side, the group represented by the curve on the right found the item more difficult than the group represented by the curve on the left. This indicates that a person of the same overall ability had a different probability of answering the item correctly, associated with their membership of a particular group.

![Figure 5.9 Example ICC for an item exhibiting DIF](image)

Examining each item in a test sequentially can identify items whose content might be related to the non-test-related dimension, potentially indicating bias in the items identified. Criteria for flagging items displaying different degrees of DIF were developed by Zwick, Thayer and Lewis (1999) based on the MH method, with Rasch-based equivalences outlined by Linacre (2016:422). These criteria are predicated on the detected DIF being both statistically significant and substantive in terms of its magnitude; under Linacre’s criteria, an item is deemed to display moderate to large DIF (i.e. potentially be a cause for concern) if the magnitude of the DIF is at least 0.64
logits and a significance test on the magnitude of the DIF being 0.43 logits or greater is significant at $p = 0.05$. Here, 0.43 and 0.64 logits equate to MH measures of 1 and 2 $\delta$ units respectively, based on an equivalence of 1 logit $= 2.35 \delta$ units. A significant DIF result does not automatically indicate that an item is unfair, but it does represent grounds for qualitative investigation by subject experts.

The operational DIF analyses of BMAT November sessions covering the period 2013–16 investigating DIF by gender (male versus female) and school type (state versus independent) were reviewed. They produced three items out of a total of 186 displaying moderate DIF. Items with negligible DIF were balanced between those slightly favouring males and those slightly favouring females. Similarly, items were equally balanced between those slightly favouring independent school candidates and those slightly favouring state school candidates (all with negligible DIF). Assessment managers checked the content of all items flagged at these levels to confirm that there were no task features that give an advantage to one group over another. These analyses are conducted immediately following a test session as part of BMAT’s quality assurance procedures.

**Are the candidates’ responses their own?**

Measures such as reliability, error and dimensionality are only meaningful if candidates’ test scores reflect their ability in the trait under investigation, and are not the result of issues such as pre-exposure to test items or collusion – in other words, that the integrity of the test is preserved. Ensuring that items are not pre-exposed is a question of test material security, and relates mainly to administrative factors. These issues are discussed in Chapter 4 as contextual features of BMAT’s administration. Detecting collusion and copying, on the other hand, is a task that statistical analysis contributes to, alongside monitoring of test centres.

Once BMAT MCQs have been scored, a statistical analysis of candidates’ response strings is conducted to identify cases with unusually strong patterns of common wrong answers (instances where pairs of candidates have both chosen the same incorrect option for an item) using Angoff’s (1974) A index, following standardised procedures (Bell 2015, Geranpayeh 2014). Angoff’s A index compares the proportion of common wrong answers between each pair of candidates relative to their overall score, against the pattern observed across the whole candidature; high indices indicate a greater degree of similarity than that observed between other pairs, which may indicate that collusion or copying has occurred. Often, detection of unusual patterns coincides with reports of unusual activity from exam invigilators. The results of statistical analysis are not treated as definitive proof of malpractice, but rather as an indicator; any cases which are flagged from this check are referred to a malpractice panel for scrutiny, which consists of a senior manager from each of
three divisions with some responsibility for BMAT. They are joined by one representative from the biomedical or dentistry departments using BMAT and another Cambridge Assessment colleague who is not involved in the development of admissions tests. The panel reviews the results of statistical analysis on a case-by-case basis, alongside other information, such as seating plans and reports from the exams officers at test centres. In some cases, statements are requested from the candidates and further investigations are conducted to gather information, before final decisions on whether to withhold results are made.

5.4 Scoring validity in BMAT Section 3

Are there clearly defined marking criteria that cover the construct?

BMAT Section 3 responses are marked by two markers against the criteria presented in Table 5.3. Scripts are identified only by BMAT number and candidate initials, so markers are blind to demographic information about the candidate. Each marker gives two scores to each response: one for quality of content (on a scale of 0–5) and one for quality of written English (on the scale A, C, E). Candidates have access to the Writing Task marking criteria on the BMAT website.

In arriving at their scores, markers are instructed to consider whether the candidate has:

• Addressed the question in the way demanded?
• Organised their thoughts clearly?
• Used their general knowledge and opinions appropriately?
• Expressed themselves clearly using concise, compelling and correct English?

The marking criteria against which markers judge the essays are presented in Table 5.3.

Prior to 2010, Writing Task responses were given a single, holistic score that reflected the overall quality of the response. The marking criteria incorporated both the content and the quality of written English descriptors above. The mark scheme was altered in 2010, at the request of stakeholder universities, over concerns that some markers may give more weight than others to quality of written English. The new mark scheme was trialled before its first use (Shannon and Scorey 2010) to ensure that examiners were able to apply it as well as the previous scheme, using a re-marking of a sample of scripts from the live 2009 test.

---

1 These are Assessment; Validation and Data Services; and Stakeholder Relations.
Table 5.3 BMAT Section 3 marking criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>An excellent answer with no significant weaknesses. ALL aspects of the question are addressed, making excellent use of the material and generating an excellent counter proposition or argument. The argument is cogent. Ideas are expressed in a clear and logical way, considering a breadth of relevant points and leading to a compelling synthesis or conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A good answer with few weaknesses. ALL aspects of the question are addressed, making good use of the material and generating a good counter proposition or argument. The argument is rational. Ideas are expressed and arranged in a coherent way, with a balanced consideration of the proposition and counter proposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A reasonably well-argued answer that addresses ALL aspects of the question, making reasonable use of the material provided and generating a reasonable counter proposition or argument. The argument is relatively rational. There may be some weakness in the force of the argument or the coherence of the ideas, or some aspect of the argument may have been overlooked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>An answer that addresses most of the components of the question and is arranged in a reasonably logical way. There may be significant elements of confusion in the argument. The candidate may misconstrue certain important aspects of the main proposition or its implication or may provide an unconvincing or weak counter proposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>An answer that has some bearing on the question but which does not address the question in the way demanded, is incoherent or unfocused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>An answer judged to be irrelevant, trivial, unintelligible or missing will be given a score of 0.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Reasonably clear use of English. There may be some weakness in the effectiveness of the English. Reasonably fluent/not difficult to read. Simple/unambiguous sentence structure. Fair range and appropriate use of vocabulary. Acceptable grammar. Reasonable spelling and punctuation. Some slips/errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>A response that is judged to be below the level of an E will receive an X.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The double marks for each response are combined as follows to give the final mark for each candidate. If the two marks for quality of content are the same or no more than one mark apart on the scale, the candidate is awarded the average of the two marks. If the two marks for quality of written English are the same or no more than one mark apart on the scale, the scores are combined like this: AA = A, AC = B, CC = C, CE = D and EE = E. For example, a response given a 4C by one examiner and 4A by the other will get a final score of 4B. A response given 3C by one examiner and 2C by the other will receive a mark of 2.5C.

If there is a larger discrepancy in the marks for either scale then the response is blind-marked for a third time by an experienced marker. The third marker considers only the scale on which the initial discrepancy occurred. If the third mark is the same as, or adjacent to, either of the first two marks then the mean of those two marks is reported. Where the third mark is equally spaced between the first two marks then the mean of all three marks (i.e. the third mark) is reported. All responses awarded a 0 for quality of content or an X for quality of written English are reviewed by an assessment manager to establish whether it deserved such a low mark.

In addition to the Writing Task scores, a scanned image of the response is supplied to the applicant’s institution(s). This image provides institutions with a basis for further qualitative assessment of the applicant’s writing skills as well as a potential tool for promoting discussion at interview.

Are markers trained, standardised, checked and moderated?

All examiners are recruited based on qualifications (with a minimum of a degree or equivalent), as well as skills and experience set out by recruitment guides appropriate for the level of examiner seniority. More experienced senior examiners are responsible for groups of markers, so the most experienced markers lead those who are less experienced. The more experienced examiners, such as Principal Examiners, are also involved in training more junior ones alongside assessment managers. This approach is informed by studies showing that differences between scores awarded by experienced and inexperienced markers can be reduced through training and standardisation (e.g. Weigle 1999).

New potential markers are required to engage in a ranking exercise. After reading the marking criteria applicants are given eight scripts covering the full range of marks. They are asked to rank these in order of quality of content and to assign a mark on a 3-point scale for quality of English. The aim is to verify that the marker is able to judge the relative quality of responses, although they are not expected to accurately apply the marking criteria at this stage. Assessment managers and Principal Examiners recruit the marking team based on whether potential markers’ rankings deviate significantly from what is expected, but also based on interviews.
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Marker training and standardisation
Recruited markers attend a compulsory training and standardisation day each year, where markers read through the information available to candidates, the marking criteria and an extract from the official BMAT preparation book, Preparing for the BMAT (Shannon (Ed) 2010). Mark schemes have been shown to have a standardising effect on the scores awarded by examiners (Furneaux and Rignall 2000), so the mark scheme for Section 3 is emphasised throughout these sessions, and markers are required to familiarise themselves with it as part of their training. Markers then sit the Writing Task paper under normal test conditions. The markers’ own papers are shared out for marking followed by a brief discussion to reflect on the experience of writing their response, and to raise any queries about the application of the marking criteria. These group exercises are used because writing examiners learn mark schemes from their peers and contemporaries (Weigle 1994).

Following the BMAT test session, experienced assessment managers review a large number of scripts to identify examples of candidates’ writing that match particular points in the mark scale, both in terms of quality of content and quality of English. The aim is to put together two sets of scripts that contain a representative spread of quality, and for which there is close agreement in terms of the marks that each script should be awarded.

As iterative standardisation has been shown to improve marker reliability (Furneaux and Rignall 2000), two rounds of standardisation exercises are used to prepare markers before marking of live papers begins. First, all markers mark the same four scripts covering a range a quality. Marks are collated and, for each script, a discussion is held of the marks awarded and how these relate to the mark scheme. Where necessary, guidance is given on the interpretation and application of the marking criteria. Another standardisation exercise then requires all markers to mark the same eight scripts. These scripts are chosen to represent a range of quality but include some that may prove difficult to mark (for example, responses where it might be questioned whether the candidate has addressed all of the demands of the question). Again, marks are collated and a discussion held on how they relate to the mark scheme, with any further necessary guidance given.

Marker checking and monitoring
During the live marking period, markers work in teams located together on the same table, led by a Team Leader. These teams are mixed regularly to include experienced markers alongside those who are less experienced. First, second and third marking is all done ‘blind’ where markers are unaware of the marks given by other markers. Markers take a script, write their marker number on the script, and record marks awarded on a separate sheet. Another marker will take another script and do the same, while yet others might provide second or third marks, and progress the scripts along trays located on the table, indicating
the stage of marking. Principal Examiners and Team Leaders submit an evaluation of examiners, indicating the degree of their satisfaction.

Marker behaviour is also monitored statistically, using a ‘means model’ technique devised by Bell, Bramley, Claessen and Raikes (2007). The mark distribution (mean and standard deviation) of each individual marker is compared to that of the whole group to flag suspected severity, leniency and variability. This method of live marker monitoring assumes that scripts are assigned to markers at random and that, once a minimum number have been marked, we would expect the average mark they award and its standard deviation to be approximately the same as those of all other markers. Markers whose mean score is much lower or higher than others might be exhibiting harshness or leniency, whilst their standard deviation reveals erraticism or, conversely, their failure to use the whole mark range. An assessment manager from Cambridge Assessment oversees this process and answers any queries about the interpretation and application of the mark scheme.

The assessment manager also gives feedback to markers who are flagged, and to markers who are frequently involved in double-marking disagreements. Where there are concerns about a marker’s performance, the marker can be dismissed and their scripts re-marked. A feedback session is held at the end of each marking day to address any remaining issues, but markers are not provided information on their marking distributions. There is some evidence that continuous standardisation and feedback can result in a see-saw effect as markers attempt to over adjust (Shaw 2002); therefore, the monitoring for BMAT Section 3 is designed so that assessment managers can control the flow of feedback provided.

From 2017 onwards, Principal Examiners also deal with results enquiries received after results have been released. These were historically marked by the chief examiner for BMAT Section 3, who is always a member of staff from one of the medical or dental schools using BMAT. In the event of an appeal following completion of the results enquiry process, the chief examiner for BMAT Section 3 evaluates all of the previously awarded grades alongside the submission. This arrangement remains unchanged.

Is marking reliable and consistent?

With regard to the consistency of scoring for BMAT Section 3, the Standards (2014) make it clear that, since the responses are scored with subjective judgement, evidence should be provided on both inter-rater consistency in scoring and (if applicable) within-examiner consistency over repeated measurements. In order to unpack that idea we can talk about the need for human markers to be consistent in two different ways: each marker needs to be internally consistent, i.e. given a particular quality of performance, a marker needs to award the same mark whenever this quality appears (intra-rater reliability); there also needs to be consistency of marking between markers, i.e. one marker will
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award the same mark to a constructed response as another marker when confronted with a performance of the same quality (inter-rater reliability).

Following the marking period, the level of agreement between the first and second marks is calculated using cross-tabulations, frequencies of mark differences and the percentage of responses that required a third mark. An example cross-tabulation is provided in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, for BMAT 2015.

Table 5.4 BMAT November 2015 Section 3 marker agreement: Quality of content*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of content</th>
<th>Marker 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*59.6% exact agreement (dark shading), 99.3% within one score band (light and dark shading).

Table 5.5 BMAT November 2015 Section 3 marker agreement: Quality of English*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of English</th>
<th>Marker 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*81.6% exact agreement (dark shading), 99.9% within one score band (light and dark shading).

Multi-faceted Rasch analysis (Linacre 2014) is an extension of the Rasch model that can, in addition to person ability and item difficulty, account for additional facets that are seen in scoring that involves judgement. In the case of BMAT Section 3, an analysis was conducted using 2016 data, covering the following facets: 1) candidate ability; 2) marker leniency/severity; and 3) marking criteria (quality of English and quality of content). Among other
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things, the analysis provides estimates of markers’ relative leniency/severity to identify problematic markers, as well as measures of marker consistency.

The multi-faceted Rasch model for BMAT Section 3 exhibited good model fit, explaining over 87% of the variance. Test takers were reliably separated into three strata. As candidates are marked on a 5-point scale in this section of BMAT, one might expect that candidates would be divided into more strata. That they are only separated into just three strata can be explained by the strong BMAT cohort not generally getting scores at the bottom of the scale, as can be seen in Table 5.5.

Quality of markers’ marking was generally good. In terms of severity and leniency, markers showed acceptable levels of variation, with the most severe and lenient markers deviating from the mean by less than a quarter of a score point. Only a small number of markers (six of 88) had an infit mean square above 1.5, indicating that the vast majority of markers were marking consistently (Bond and Fox 2001). For the small number of cases where markers are shown to not mark consistently, the findings of these analyses are provided to assessment managers, who provide further training and additional supervision during future marking sessions. If a marker is erratic in their awarding of marks, the assessment manager can decide to dismiss them or exclude them from future marking exercises.

The appeals process allows candidates a re-mark of any section of their BMAT paper. For example, in the November 2015 administration of BMAT, 448 sections were re-marked, with slightly more requests for Section 3 than Sections 1 or 2. After the re-marks for Sections 1 and 2 there were no amendments to the scores from those issued, and nine amendments to Section 3 marks, one of which led to a change greater than one point: the re-mark resulted in a decrease of 1.5 marks in the candidate’s quality of content score. The outcomes of the appeals process help to confirm the scoring is valid, but the process also reassures candidates that the mark they receive is the most accurate reflection of their performance that is possible.

5.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter we have answered questions that derive from Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive framework in terms of the scoring validity of BMAT Sections 1, 2 and 3. This was achieved by describing the core analyses that form part of the BMAT yearly cycle, and by presenting results from additional investigations into BMAT’s scoring validity. We have also shown how statistics from CTT and Rasch analysis can inform our understanding of test scores, and the importance of understanding the strengths and weaknesses of these models.

Although this chapter emphasises the technical aspects of test validity, it has also presented a critical evaluation of the role that statistical analysis plays in monitoring of a test such as BMAT. Whilst the questions addressed
by scoring validity are important, evaluation of the answers in a meaningful way is not possible unless other aspects of validity are considered. Therefore, the methods presented in this chapter and the coefficients they produce should be considered as tools that enable validity to be investigated fully. Many of the statistics outlined favour longer tests with simple items that assess a restricted and simple construct. A test with good fit, discrimination and reliability could be constructed by identifying a simple discriminating item and posing it to test takers repeatedly in slightly different, but many, forms. This approach would certainly be easier and less resource intensive than the production processes outlined in the previous chapter on context validity. However, it would be difficult to favourably judge the construct coverage and theoretical rationale for an admissions test produced in this way. Furthermore, an approach focused on improving psychometric coefficients cannot produce an assessment that satisfactorily evaluates the ability to develop complex arguments.

Cambridge Assessment Admissions Testing’s approach, much like that of Cambridge English Language Assessment, is to consider scoring validity alongside other aspects of test validity; this guards against reliably assessing a construct that is not valid or fit for purpose. In particular, test developers have a responsibility to consider scoring validity alongside the rationale for assessing targeted constructs (cognitive validity) and the social impact of bias in assessment (consequential validity), which cannot be achieved without an understanding of the test taker characteristics in a candidature. Weir’s (2005) observation that scoring validity is essential, but not sufficient, for presenting an overall validity argument certainly applies to the admissions testing context. In the following chapter, another topic crucial to overall validity of an admissions test is explored – that of criterion-related validity.

**Chapter 5 main points**

- Coefficients calculated on Sections 1 and 2 of BMAT indicate acceptable levels of psychometric quality.
- Section 3 is assessed by two markers, and Rasch analysis is used to provide evidence of scoring validity for Section 3.
- Statistics can also support detection of malpractice within test cohorts.
- Statistics based on CTT and Rasch analysis can be useful tools for investigating scoring validity of an assessment.
- Commonly reported statistics have specific limitations and weaknesses that should be considered when interpreting them in relation to tests.
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